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Esxence – The Scent of Excellence – All the

best things: Part Two

After the list of new launches and Part One of our Persefume report on

Esxence – The Scent of Excellence 2016 I am quickly moving to the final part of

my wrap-up, this time focusing on the best brands, star perfumers and my

personal discoveries of the show, not always truly new, but definitely worthy to

write about.

Ten top new brands of Esxence 2016 (all to also be covered separately on

Persefume)

AETHER PARFUMS
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Aether Parfums is brand new project by Nicolas Chabot, who also brought

back Le Galion to its former glory. It presents completely different aesthetics,

with innovative scents: Ether Oxyde, Citrus Ester, Muskethanol, Carboneum and

Rose Alcane – all fully based on synthetic molecules. Concept already well known

in niche perfumery, yet the result is really complex, refined and quite futuristic,

bit out of our world. Two noses of Flair Paris: Amelie Bourgeois and Anne-Sophie

Behaghel did marvellous job!

AFFINESSSENCE
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AFFINESSSENCE project was introduced in 2015, yet this year marked its Esxence

debut. Founder of Affinessence – Sophie Bruneau worked with three perfumers

to create The Base Notes Collection – strong, linear, yet multi-faceted scents

focused on base notes. Long-lasting, they feel wrapping, comforting and

luxurious.

GRI GRI

GRI GRI- the new brand by Anaïs Biguine is her third project after Jardins

D’Écrivains and Les Cocottes de Paris. It truly shows skills of this charming nose –

the trio is aromatic, innovative, with ingredients never used in perfumery. Tara

Mantra is my favourite!

GUSTAVE EIFFEL PARFUMS 

Completely new brand with five scents by Sidonie Lancesseur and Dorothee Piot of

http://www.affinessence.com/
https://www.facebook.com/parfumsgrigri/?fref=ts
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Robertet. The concept related to work of the iconic architect Gustave Eiffel was

jointly brought to life by his descendant Philippe Couperie Eiffel and Fragrance

Collection – company who gave us Franck Boclet perfumes. All scents are very

chic, wearable and refer to Eiffel’s designs located all over the world, of course

starting from Eiffel Tower. Loved Porto Vintage and Bois de Panama. More to come

soon.

HOMOELEGANS

HOMOELEGANS is striking concept by Francesco Gini and Maurizio Piazzi who

worked with nose Michele Marin on just two scents: Quality of Flesh and Tadzio.

Unveiled in Fall 2015, the project finally reached bigger audience and it is totally

worth it – both scents inspired by literature and beauty of male body are simply

gorgeous with its spicy and animalic nuances. The project feels authentic, well-

thought and can not wait to see what the future brings for Homoelegans!

ILLUMINUM LONDON

http://www.homoelegans.com/


No, it is not the mistake. Illuminum London is not new brand at all. But it truly

feels like with brand new design for core and limited lines, discontinuations of

several offerings and finally – official reveal of long awaited 95 Series joined by

White on White. The line looks elegant, minimalistic and new scents are truly

refined. Will focus on them soon!

JACQUES FATH 

Panouge brought back Jacques Fath brand with new Essentials – quartet

composed by Cecile Zarokian and consisting of beautifully recreated classic

Green Water and three novelties. Scents are versatile, refreshing and elegant –

perfect summer offerings!

PARFUMS DUSITA
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Parfums Dusita, the brand new house from Paris debuted with three truly

interesting and high quality scents, including my favourite, animalic Oudh Infini.

The founder, Pissara Umavijani feels passionate about perfumes’ creation and

her class totally mesmarized me. I know that more fragrances are coming soon –

fingers crossed!

POULAGE PARFUMEUR

Another nice perfumer, Stéphanie Poulage, very modest, bit distant from arty

and often glam chic of Esxence. Her four scents – Liquid Time, Odora di Femina,

Ubiquite and Supreme Orient are elegant, solid, yet bring us back to classic and

classy French style of perfumery. Odori di Femina is perfect for rose lovers!

RENEGADES

http://www.dusita.paris/


When I have seen Renegades – mysterious brand in Esxence materials, it

became evident to me: new joint project by three Master Perfumers: Bertrand

Duchaufour, Geza Schoen and Mark Buxton is finally alive! After teasing for

some years, all noses join forces: each of them has created unnamed fragrance.

Ironic, fun idea – with scent by Geza Schoen based on pink pepper overload as

my favourite, though other two are great as well, also in terms of packaging!

The best noses of Esxence 2016

Here title goes jointly to:

– Cécile Zarokian who is having really busy year with Fath Essentials, Hayari

New Oud, Making of Magie du Desert and excellent UÈRMÌ Collection

Extraordinaire duo: Or-White and Or-Cashmere. And upcoming Puredistance

Sheiduna has been created by her too!

UÈRMÌ Collection Extraordinaire

– Amelie Bourgeois and Anne-Sophie Behaghel of Flair Paris – this creative

duo is going strong: Aether, Room 1015 Power Ballad, Evody Onde 7, Parfums

Volnay Ambre de Siam and of course Mendittorosa Odori d’Anima Nettuno plus

some other scents of brands which prefer not to unveil their noses – this has

been another great year for Flair!



Mendittorosa Odori d’Anima Nettuno

– Maurizio Cerizza and Luca Maffei of Atelier Fragranze Milano – Maurizio

Cerrizza, Senior Perfumer composed lot of solid launches for such brands

featured at the show as AA Absolutment Absinthe, Acqua di Biella, Pineider and

Rance, while Luca Maffei shown us two innovative creations: Masque Milano

L’Attesa and Gabriella Chieffo Malia.

Masque Milano L’Attesa

– Mark Buxton – Renegades, Buxton A Day in My Life, 27 87 Elixir de Bombe

proved his talent, but perhaps the most conceptual work of Buxton was seen in

three scents for VERDÚU – I really like idea behind this line!



VERDÚU line

My personal discoveries? There were few – first, it was great to meet again such

talents as Giovanni Sammarco and Anatole Lebraton, both perfumers like to

use raw materials and it truly shows! I was happy to finally say hi to Tanja

Bochnig of April Aromatics whose outer beauty is fully reflected in her scents!

Always feels awesome to see Jul et Mad duo and their guardian angel – Philippe

K.. Atelier des Ors – fascinating line by Jean-Philippe Clermont enchanted me

again! Not to forget Orlov Paris, with lovely Ruth Orlov and scents by

Dominique Ropion – their Star of the Season really shines!



Orlov Paris Star of the Season

Yes, there were few secret previews too! Great new Atelier des Ors based on iris

and musk. Olibere Paris by Marjorie Olibere teamed up again with Amelie

Bourgeois to create very intense and mysterious scent coming later this year

(you can actually direct its advertising in special contest). I loved upcoming nard

scent by Ramon Bejar, Les Eaux Primordiales Mécanique Intuitive and the

fourth, very unusual Gri Gri!

I truly regret that this time i did not have time to visit Essential Days by

Campomarzio70. In charming Via Brera shop several novelties distributed by

this group have been showcased including Alexandre J., Kemi, Sospiro, Cire

Trudon among others. Two worldwide previews especially picked up my interest:

first scent from MEMO Art Land Collection: Marfa and Mona di Orio Bohea

Bohème – would test them soon!

http://www.olibere.com/fragrance-in-motion-awards/
http://www.campomarzio70.it/
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And last, but not least – big thank you to all noses, brand owners and my friends

– to those already mentioned in both parts of my report, to Neela Vermeire for

inspirational chat, Charlotte of Montale, to Stefania Squeglia and Marjorie

Olibere, to Victor, Vincent, all fellow bloggers e.g. Miguel Matos and the rest of

Fragrantica, Ermano Picco, Helder Suffenplan, Grace of The Beauty Cove and

the one and only Mark Behnke, all friends, my party companions – Silvia

Perricone of Neos1911 and Marina Donato and to Cezary – for your incredible

patience! See you soon on Persefume, with reviews by Aleksandra and myself!

By Jakub | May 1st, 2016 | Categories: Events &Fairs, News | 0 Comments
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